Beat the Odds Committee Meeting Minutes
April 7th, 2020 at 5:30 p.m.
Approval of Agenda: Bridget motion; Joe 2nd; all in favor
Approval of Minutes: Desi motion; Michele 2nd; all in favor
Attending: Michele, Marlene, Desi, Pia, Bridget, Sarah, Cynthia, Joe, Ginger, Carin (notetaker)
Old business:
BTO’s banner
-Old banner is still missing
-We have a new banner and Michele has it
New business:
Circle of Life
-Make the event virtual?
-Does it have to be on April 25?
-120 buffs, totally in demand; ours are here in town; $20 a good deal and even
number so we don’t have to make change; retail is $25
-Make buffs available to the public for $20, so we don’t have to make change
-Need to confirm a good way to distribute (Easter egg distribution was cancelled;
Michele and family distribute in paper bags at Sandy Beach and/or Bridget and
Gillian have available downtown - are those still a go? Sarah suggested putting
buffs in business-sized envelopes to mail and was going to test it out if that was
ok with the PO More soon. How else?)
-Post change on FB, PSA on KFSK
-Cynthia has lots of bags
-Link on PMC website so people could pay electronically, similar to Paddle
Battle?; we receive an email to say they have paid (now that they have paid,
they just need it)
-Sarah will talk to Kelsey and figure out an electronic link
-Michele will ask Karl Hagermann and advertise on FB and KFSK
Reimbursements
-Lee’s Clothing for buffs (Cynthia invoiced; but Desi said she was paid, so
Cynthia will confirm)
-Pia for chairs; Psg Public Library needs a check for $103.88; Pia will ask Tara for
an invoice
-Cynthia for banner - will check with Richard about cost of banner
-Michele for thank-you cards (will send an email to Desi about cost)
2020 Allocations approved by foundation/have checks been issued? Yes.
-$900 cancer support group facilitator (January)
-$15,000 travel ($10,000 1st City; $3,000 Cancer Connection; $1,000
Wrangell; $1,000 Angel Flight
-$1,000 KFSK PSAs (January)
Other
-We have a $17,198.12 balance
-Desi read a nice thank-you note from PMC
Meeting adjourned by Joe

